
Chapter 3

Optimality conditions

In this chapter we present optimality conditions for the problem

min
x∈S

f (x)

with S⊆ Rn.

A complete treatment can be found in Chapter 1 of [1]

Optimality conditions play a fundamental role not only froma theoretical point of view but also
from algorithmic perspective.

In particular we consider the cases

• S:= IRn (unconstrained problems)

• S is a convex set,

• S is a polyhedron.

We start defining adescentdirection and afeasibledirection.

3.1 Descent Direction

Definition 3.2 (Descent Direction)Let f : Rn → R and x∈ Rn. A vector d∈ Rn, d 6= 0 is a
descent direction for f in x if there exists a td

max> 0 such that

f (x+ td)< f (x), for all t ∈ (0, td
max).

The definition of descent direction is a local definition thatholds in a neighborhood of the
point.

if f is a linear functionf (x) = cTx, we get easily

cT(x+ td) = cTx+ tcTd < cTx for all t > 0
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If f is linear, i.e. f (x) := cTx d is a descent direction if and only ifcTd < 0 holds (in any point
x∈ ℜn).

We derive characterization of descent direction for continuously differentiable functions in sec-
tion 3.8.

3.3 Feasible direction

A vectord is a feasible direction in ¯x∈ Sif it is possible to make ”small” movement from ¯x along
d remaining inS. More formally

Definition 3.4 (Feasible direction) Let S⊆ Rn andx̄∈ S. A vector d6= 0 is a feasible direction
in x̄ if there exists tfmax> 0 such that

x̄+ td ∈ S, for all t ∈ [0, t f
max ].

Example 3.5 Consider the polyhedron

S= {x∈ R2 : x1+x2 ≤ 3, x1 ≥ 1, x2 ≥ 0}

in Figure 4.1 and the feasible piont ¯x= (1, 1) (the red point in the figure).

The directiond = (1, 0) is feasible in ¯x. Indeed we have

x̄+ td =

(

1
1

)

+ t

(

1
0

)

=

(

1+ t
1

)

Putting into the constraints:

1. x1+x2 = (1+ t)+1= 2+ t which is≤ 3 for t ≤ 1.

2. x1 = 1+ t which is≥ 1 for t ≥ 0;

3. x2 = 1> 0.

Hence fort ∈ [0,1] (t f
max= 1) x̄+ td ∈ S.

The opposite direction−d = (−1, 0) is not feasible in ¯x. We get

y= x̄+ t(−d) =

(

1
1

)

+ t

(

−1
0

)

=

(

1− t
1

)

Putting into the constraints:
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x1

x2

(1,1)

Figure 3.1:Polyhedron Example 3.5.

1. x1+x2 = (1− t)+1= 2− t which is≤ 3 for t ≥−1.

2. x1 = 1− t which is≥ 1 for t ≤ 0;

3. x2 = 1> 0 for anyt.

Thus it doen NOT existt f
max> 0 such thaty belongs toS.

3.6 Optimality condition for constrained problems

Consider the problem
min f (x)

x∈ S
(3.1)

As an immediate consequence of the definition 3.2 of descent direction and defintion 3.4 of
feasibile direction we get the following trivial result.

Theorem 3.7 (Necessary condition of local minimizer)Let x∗ ∈S be a local minimizer of prob-
lem 3.1, then there exists NO feasible direction in x∗ which is also descent for f .
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Proof. By contradiction if such a direction existsd in x∗, then in any neighborhood ofx∗ it is
possible to find a sufficiently smallt > 0 such thatx∗+ td ∈ S and f (x∗+ td) < f (x∗), which
contradicts the assumption thatx∗ is a local minimizer.

Such condition may be useless when there are points in the feasible region such that there are not
feasibile directions at all. This may happen e.g. when thereare nonlinear equality constraints

As an example consider the problem

min x2

x2
1+x2

2 = 1

which is represented in the picture 3.2. The unique gloabl solution is (0, −1)T . In any point

S

x2

x1

(x1,x2)

(0,-1)

Figure 3.2:In any fesible point there is no feasibile direction.

(x1,x2) ∈ S There is no feasibile direction so that the condition expressed by theorem 3.7 is
satisfied for all points inSand we have no additional information.

3.8 Characterization of descent directions

We have a sufficient condition
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Theorem 3.9 (First order descent condition)Let f be continuously differentiable in a neigh-
borhood of x∈ Rn and let d6= 0∈ Rn. If

∇ f (x)Td < 0,

then the d is a descent direction for f in x.

Dimostrazione.For any continuously differentiable function we have

f (x+ td) = f (x)+ t∇ f (x)Td+α(x, t) (3.2)

whereα(x, t) satisfies lim
t→0

α(x, t)
t

= 0. For sufficiently small values oft we have

f (x+ td)− f (x)≃ t∇ f (x)Td;

If ∇ f (x)Td < 0 we getf (x+ td)− f (x)< 0.

Since∇ f (x)Td = ‖∇ f (x)‖‖d‖cosθ whereθ is the angle between∇ f (x) andd, geometrically
∇ f (x)Td < 0 means thatd is a descent direction if forms an obtuse angle with the gradient of f
in x.

Let f be a continuously differentiable function andd 6= 0 ∈ Rn. if the angleθ between∇ f (x)
andd satisfies

θ > 90o

thend is a descent direction forf in x.

Among descent directions the most relevant is theantigradient d=−∇ f (x). If ∇ f (x) 6= 0, this
directiond =−∇ f (x) is always a descent direction indeed we get

∇ f (x)Td =−∇ f (x)T∇ f (x) =−‖∇ f (x)‖2 < 0.

A graphical representation is in figure 3.3.
Analogous condition for an uphill direction.

Let f be continuously differentiable in a neighborhood ofx∈ Rn and letd 6= 0∈ Rn. If

∇ f (x)Td > 0,

then thed is an uphill direction forf in x.

When∇ f (x) 6= 0, the gradient directiond = ∇ f (x) is always uphillx.

When f = cTx (linear function), we have∇ f (x) = c, hence (3.2) holds withα(x, t) := 0 and the
condition of Theorem 3.9 becomes necessary too.
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f(x)=f( x*)
x*

d

x*+t d f(x)<f( x*)

direzione di discesa x*

 > 90o

 

f( x*)

Figure 3.3:A descent directiond in ℜ2.

Let f (x) := cTx then

1. d is a descent direction forf in x if and only if ∇ f (x)Td = cTd < 0;

2. d is an uphill direction inx if and only if ∇ f (x)Td = cTd > 0;

3. d è a direction along where the function is maintained constant compared to the value atx
if and only if ∇ f (x)Td = cTd = 0.

For genericf the condition is only sufficient because there may exist descent directions with
∇ f (x)Td = 0.

Let f be continuously differentiable in a neighborhood ofx∈ Rn and letd 6= 0∈ Rn.

1. if ∇ f (x)Td < 0 thend is a descent direction forf in x;

2. if ∇ f (x)Td > 0 d is a uphill direction forf in x;

3. if ∇ f (x)Td = 0 it is non possible to state ifd is descent, uphill or constant value direction
for f in x.

COndition of Theorem 3.9 becomes necessary under convexity.
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Proposition 3.10 If f is convex then d is a descent direction for f in x if and onlyif

∇ f (x)Td < 0.

If f is twice continuosly differentiable we can use second derivatives for further characteri-
zation.

Definition 3.11 (Negative curvature direction)

Let f : Rn → R f be twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x∈ Rn and let d 6=
0∈ Rn. If dT∇2 f (x)d < 0, the direction d∈ Rn is called a negative curvature direction.

Theorem 3.12 (Second order descent condition)Let f : Rn → R f be twice continuously dif-
ferentiable in a neighborhood of x∈ Rn and let d6= 0∈ Rn. Assume that

∇ f (x)Td = 0,

and d satisfies dT∇2 f (x)d < 0. Then d is a descent direction for f in x.

Proof. Since f is twice continuously differentiable we have:

f (x+ td) = f (x)+ t∇ f (x)Td+
1
2

t2dT∇2 f (x)d+β (x, td)

whereβ (x, td)/t2 → 0. Since∇ f (x)Td = 0, we obtain:

f (x+ td)− f (x)
t2 =

1
2

dT∇2 f (x)d+
β (x, td)

t2

since

lim
t→0

β (x, td)
t2 = 0,

for sufficiently small values oft we get f (x+ td)− f (x)< 0.

3.13 First (1st) order optimality conditions

Let x∗ ∈ Sbe a local minimizer of problem 3.1, then there exists NO feasible directiond ∈ Rn in
x∗ such that∇ f (x∗)Td < 0.

Alternatively
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Theorem 3.14 (First order necessary condition)Let x∗ ∈ S be a local minimizer of problem
3.1, then we have

∇ f (x∗)Td ≥ 0 for all the feasible directions d∈ Rn in x∗.

Since∇ f (x∗)Td = ‖∇ f (x∗)‖‖d‖cosθ whereθ is the angle between∇ f (x∗) andd, geomet-
rically we get the condition∇ f (x∗)Td ≥ 0 states that 0o ≤ θ ≤ 90o for all feasibled.

Let x∗ ∈ Sbe a local minimizer of problem 3.1, then for all feasibled, the angleθ formed with
∇ f (x∗) satisfies

0o ≤ θ ≤ 90o.

Example 3.15 Consider the problem

min −x2
1−x2

2
−1≤ x1 ≤ 1
−1≤ x2 ≤ 1

represented in the figure 3.4. Let consider the minimum pouint x∗ = (1, 1)T . Check that the first

S

x2

x1

(1,1)

Figure 3.4:Illustrazione Esempio 3.15.

order optimality condition is satisfied.
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We can also use the second order characterization of descentdirection of Theorem 3.12 to
get second order optimality conditions.

Theorem 3.16 (Second order necessary condition)Let x∗ ∈ S be a local minimizer of problem
3.1, then for all the feasible directions in x∗ such that∇ f (x∗)Td = 0 we have

dT∇2 f (x∗)Td ≥ 0 for all the feasible directions d∈ Rn in x∗.

In the next sections we characterize the feasible directions in the cases of our interest.

3.17 Unconstrained optimization

Unconstrained problems are a special class of nonlinear programming problems whenS := Rn.
Thus the problem is

min
x∈ℜn

f (x), (3.3)

with f : ℜn → ℜ nonlinear and continuously differentiable.
First of al we deriveexistence conditionof a solution. To this aim let ˆx ∈ IRn and f (x̂)

the corresponding function value. Let define the non empty set which is calledlevel setof the
function f

L (x̂) = {x∈ ℜn : f (x)≤ f (x̂)}.

We can consider the ”constrained” problem

min f (x)
x∈ L (x̂)

(3.4)

which is equivalent to problem (3.3). Indeed if the global solution x∗ of (3.3), if it exists, belongs
to the setL (x̂).
We can apply the Weierstrass theorem to problem (3.4).

Existence condition for unconstrained problems.
if x̂ ∈ ℜn exists such thatL (x̂) is compact (bounded and closed) then problem (3.3) admits a
global solution.

We derive optimality condition by simplifying conditions of the preceding section.
We observe that in the unconstrained case, feasibility doesnot play any role because it is

possible to move along any vectord ∈ Rn. hence we get the following results.

First order unconstrained necessary condition.
Let x∗ ∈ Sbe a local minimizer of problem 3.1, then there exists NO descent direction forf in
x∗.

Condition above is no more than the definition of local solution. However we can use char-
acterization of descent direction.
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Let x∗ ∈ Sbe a local minimizer of problem 3.1, then there exists NO direction d ∈ Rn suxh that
∇ f (x∗)Td < 0.

We get the following condition.

Theorem 3.18 (First order unconstrained necessary condition) Let f : Rn → R f be contin-
uously differentiable on Rn and let x⋆ ∈ Rn. If x∗ ∈ S in an unconstrained local minimizer of
problem 3.1 then

∇ f (x⋆) = 0.

Proof. (By contradiction). Suppose that∇ f (x∗) 6=0. Takingd=−∇ f (x∗) 6=0 yields∇ f (x∗)Td=
−∇ f (x∗)T∇ f (x∗) < 0, sod is a descent direction which contradicts the assumption that x∗ is a
local minimizer.

Definition 3.19 (Stationary point) Let f : Rn → R f be continuously differentiable on Rn. A
point x̄ satisfying∇ f (x̄) = 0 is calledstationary point of f .

Candidates to be local minimizers can be found by solving thenonlinear square system∇ f (x) =
0.

Example 3.20 Consider the function

f (x1,x2) = x1
4+x2

4−3x1x2.

Find the candidates to be minimizers applying the first ordernecessary condition.

When∇ f (x∗) 6= 0 we have also an uphill directiond = ∇ f (x∗) in x∗, so that∇ f (x∗) = 0 is a
necessary condition of local maximizer too.

Let f : Rn → R f be continuously differentiable onRn. and letx⋆ ∈ Rn such that∇ f (x⋆) = 0 then
one of the following assertions is true

1. x⋆ is a local minimizer;

2. x⋆ is a local maximizer;

3. x⋆ is a saddle point (inx⋆ there are both descent and uphill directions). See Figure 3.5.

When the function is convex the condition becomes also sufficient, so that we get.

Theorem 3.21 (Necessary and sufficient condition convex function) Let f : Rn →R f be con-
tinuously differentiable on Rn. Assume that f is convex. The point x⋆ id a global minimizer of f
on Rn if and only if∇ f (x⋆) = 0. Furthermore if f is strictly convex on Rn and∇ f (x⋆) = 0, the
x⋆ is the unique global mimizer of f .
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salita

x*

discesa

x2 x1

f(x)

Figure 3.5:Esempio di punto di sella inℜ2.

We can also use characterization of the secondo order given by Theorem 3.12.

Theorem 3.22 (Second order unconstrained necessary condition.) Let f : Rn → R f be twice
continuously differentiable on Rn. Let x∗ ∈ S be a local minimizer of problem 3.1, then for any d
such that∇ f (x∗)Td = 0 it holds

dT∇2 f (x∗)Td ≥ 0 for all d ∈ Rn

Theorem 3.23 (Second order unconstrained necessary condition.) Let f : Rn → R f be twice
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x∗. Let x∗ ∈ S be a local minimizer of problem
3.1, then we have:

(a) ∇ f (x⋆) = 0;

(b) ∇2 f (x∗) is positive semidefinite y′∇2 f (x⋆)y≥0, for all y∈ Rn.

When∇2 f (x⋆) is positive definite, we get a stronger result.
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Theorem 3.24 (Second order sufficient condition)Let f : Rn → R f be twice continuously dif-
ferentiable in a neighborhood of x∗.

Assume that the following conditions hold:

(a) ∇ f (x⋆) = 0

(b) the hessian matrix is positive definite in x⋆, i.e.:

yT∇2 f (x⋆)y> 0 for all y∈ Rn, y 6= 0.

Then x⋆ is a strict local minimizer.

From the preceding results we can get easily optimality conditions for a point to be a mazimizer.

In particular, the condition∇ f (x⋆) = 0 is a necessary condition forx⋆ to be a local maximizer,
too.

A second order condition for local maximizer is∇ f (x⋆) = 0 and∇2 f (x⋆) negative semidefinite.
A secondo order sufficient condition forx⋆ to be a strict local maximizer is∇ f (x⋆) = 0 and
∇2 f (x⋆) negative definite.

When∇ f (x⋆)=0 and the hessian∇2 f (x⋆) is indefinite(there exists vectorsd such thatdT∇2 f (x⋆)d>
0 and others such thatdT∇2 f (x⋆)d< 0) thenx⋆ is neither a local minimizer nor a local maximizer
andx⋆ is usually calledsaddle point.

A saddle point is a stationary point where there aredescentdirection (whendT∇2 f (x⋆)d < 0)
anduphill directions (whendT∇2 f (x⋆)d > 0).

If ∇ f (x⋆) = 0 and∇2 f (x⋆) id only semidefinite(negative o positive) we cannot conclude on
the nature ofx⋆ without further information.

3.24.1 Quadratic functions

A special class of nonlinear functions are the quadratic

f (x) =
1
2

xTQx+cTx

with Q symmetricn×n andc∈ ℜn.
We get the following result.

Theorem 3.25 (Minimization of a quadratic function) Let q(x) = 1
2xTQx+cTx, with Q sym-

metric and c∈ Rn. Then:

(i) q(x) admits a global solution if and only if Q� 0 and x⋆ exists such that Qx⋆+c= 0;
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(ii) q(x) admits a unique global solution if and only if Q≻ 0;

(iii) if Q is positive semidefinite any point x⋆ such that Qx⋆+ c = 0 is a global minimizer of
q(x).

Proof. We have that∇q(x) = Qx+c e∇2 f (x) = Q. The functionq is convex if and only ifQ is
positive semidefinite (Q� 0), and strictly convex if and only ifQ is positive definite (Q≻ 0).
Let x= x⋆+s we get:

q(x) = q(x⋆+s) = q(x⋆)+(Qx⋆+c)Ts+
1
2

sTQs. (3.5)

Assume thatQx⋆+c= 0 andQ� 0 ; from (3.5) we getq(x)≥ q(x⋆) for all x∈ Rn.
ON the otherhand, ifq admits a minimizerx⋆, from Theorem 3.18 we have∇q(x⋆) = 0 and
q(x)≥ q(x⋆) for all x∈ ℜn. From (3.5) we get 0≤ q(x)−q(x⋆) = 1

2sTQswith s= x−x⋆, namely
Q� 0. So that we have proved (i).
Condition (ii) follows from (i) andsTQs> 0 for all s if and only if Q è definita positiva.
Finally, la (iii) follows again from (3.5) because for eachx⋆ such that∇q(x⋆) = 0 we have
q(x)≥ q(x⋆).

See next example.

Example 3.26 Consider the function

q(x1,x2) =
1
2
(αx2

1+βx2
2)−x1.

Study the existence and the nature of stationary point varying the parametersα e β . Gradient
and hessian ofq:

∇q=

(

αx1−1
βx2

)

∇2q=

(

α 0
0 β

)

Whenα > 0 andβ > 0, there exists a unique solution to the system∇q= 0 which is

(

1
α
,0

)T

andQ≻ 0. Hence is the unique global minimizer.
Whenα = 0 andβ ∈ IR there exists no solution to the system∇q= 0. If β ≥ 0 Q� 0 and the
function is convex
When α > 0 andβ = 0, we have an infinite number of solution to the system∇q = 0 and
(

1
α
,ξ

)T

with ξ ∈ IR Furthermore∇2q� 0 hence all these point are global minimizers.

Whenα < 0 andβ > 0 we have a unique solution(
1
α
,0) butQ is inedfinite. It is a saddle point.

Whenα < 0 andβ < 0, There is aunique solution

(

1
α
,0

)T

with Q negative definite.it is a global

maximizer.
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Figure 3.6:Grafico diq(x1,x2) perα = β = 1.

3.27 Algorithmic use of unconstrained optimality condition

Consider the unconstrained problem

min
x∈Rn

f (x) (3.6)

where f : Rn → R and assume:

Assumption 3.28 The function f: Rn → R is continuously differentiable and the level setLx0 is
compact for some x0 ∈ Rn.

Algorithms for the solution of problem (3.6) are usually able to find stationary points off ,
namely points belonging to the target set

Ω := {ω ∈ Rn : ∇ f (ω) = 0}.

In general it is possible to guarantee to reach points with objective function value less than the
initial value, whenx0 is not stationary and this satisfactory for many applications.
When the objective function is convex, finding a stationary point solve the problem because every
stationary point is a global solution.

We consider algorithms with the following basic scheme:
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Figure 3.7:Plot of q(x1,x2) whenα = 0 β = 1.

Unconstrained optimization scheme

1. Fixed astarting point x0 ∈ Rn and setk= 0.

2. If xk ∈ Ω stop.

3. Evaluate adescent direction dk ∈ Rn.

4. Evaluate astepsizeαk ∈ R alongdk;

5. Find a new pointxk+1 = xk+αkdk. Setk= k+1 and go to Step 2.

Stopping criteria. At Step 2, algorithm checks ifxk belongs to the setΩ which is equivalent
to check if∇ f (xk) = 0. In practice, when using finite arithmetic we need to specifya stopping
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Figure 3.8:Plot of q(x1,x2) whenα = 1 β = 0.

criterion. A first criterion is

‖∇ f (xk)‖ ≤ ε (3.7)

with ε > 0 is a sufficiently small values (ε ∈ [10−8,10−3]). We can use different norms among the

most used we have‖ · ‖2 and‖ · ‖∞. In particular‖x‖2 =
√

∑n
i=1x2

i and‖x‖∞ = max1≤i≤n{|xi |}.

Choice of the direction. Among the possibile unconstrained methods we havegradient
method(or steepest descent method)which uses the directiondk =−∇ f (xk);

Choice of the stepsixe.The choise of the stepsizeαk > 0 is calledlinesearchand it is performed
by evaluatig the objective function along the directiondk. The simplest scheme requires to find
the minimum off (xk+αdk) with respect toα (exact linesearch) or to find an acceptable interval
of values forαk for getting convergence. (inexact linesearch).
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Figure 3.9:Plot ofq(x1,x2) whenα =−1 β = 1.

3.29 Unconstrained problems: examples

3.29.1 Price discrimination

Price discrimination is a microeconomic pricing strategy where identical or largely similar goods
or services are transacted at different prices by the same provider in different markets. Price
differentiation essentially relies on the variation in thecustomers’ willingness to pay and in the
elasticity of their demand. As a matter of example consider two different market (national and
foreign markets) each with its own demand function. Denote by xi the supply on the each market
i = 1,2 and withPi = fi(xi) = ai −mix the inverse demand function on marketi (price that
customer are willing to pay on marketi).

Cost production is proportional with constantc to the full supplyx1+x2.
What quantities will the monopolist sell in the two markets to maximize the revenue?
We get

min xTMx− (a−c)Tx

x≥ 0.
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Figure 3.10:Plot ofq(x1,x2) whenα = β =−1.
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